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Windows 7 USB

Programming. Small,
Lightweight EPROM
USB Programmer.. of

rs series programmer is
shown below. Nov 3,
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2018 We provide great
price for all RS-232
Mini programmer.

Brokaw generic
programmer F632 telco
test equipment Adapter
Hi all. I have found a
"Brokaw" adjustable

USB programmer. I am
trying to find out what
type of equipment it is
(mini, standard, micro)
and if it can work with
the pc wiring diagram
without the need for a
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commutator (rs232
converters) or a

resistor. Does anyone
know what the

equipment might be so
i can get a schematic of

it? -Dave P. Jun 8,
2016 what would you

suggest for
programming a

PIC16F6336 with a
rs232 cable. Apr 30,
2019 Hi all. I have a

Soft Mini PIC16F7xx P
rogrammer and
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wirh PicKit EZ Basic I
just programmed the
device and so far the

results were great. But I
still need to know what
kind of equipment it is
(small, standard, micro)
and if it can work with
the pc wiring diagram
without the need for

a rs232 commutator or
resistor. Does anyone

know what the
equipment might be so
i can get a schematic of
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it? Also what voltage
do I need to hook it up
to? –Dave P Dec 30,
2016 Hi guys, I have

found a "Brokaw"
adjustable USB

programmer. I am
trying to find out what
type of equipment it is
(mini, standard, micro)
and if it can work with
the pc wiring diagram
without the need for

a rs232 converters or a
resistor. Does anyone
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know what the
equipment might be so
i can get a schematic of
it? -Dave P. Jan 8, 2018

Hi all. I have a
Soft Mini PIC16F7xx P

rogrammer and
wirh PicKit EZ Basic I
just programmed the
device and so far the

results were great. But I
still need to know what
kind of equipment it is
(small, standard, micro)
and if it can work with
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the pc wiring diagram
without the need for

a rs232 commutator or
resistor. Does anyone

know what the
equipment might be so
i can get a schematic of

it? Also what voltage
do I need to hook it up
to? –Dave 3da54e8ca3
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